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          Product:

Product Version: v9.1.2

I am migrating to v9.1.2 in order to do this I had to use the new Fragment system. I originally used the Annotation Toolbar button to display the annotation toolbar. However this button no longer works. I assume because of the new ToolbarSwitcher.

I would still like to keep this button so I am trying to find a way to replicate my original behavior. Click the button and display the annotation toolbar. Any ideas?

Thanks in advance!
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Customize the Document Viewer UI - Customize the theme
	Open a document - Step 4: Interact with the fragment
	UI components
	New Document Viewer UI

APIs:	Com.pdftron.pdf.dialog.toolbarswitcher.button
	Com.pdftron.pdf.dialog.toolbarswitcher
	Com.pdftron.pdf.widget.toolbar

Forums:	Some Viewer config options are not working
	How to create Text Annotation with Oval shape border?
	Custom header tool bar
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          Hello,

Thanks for contacting us. In our new toolbar style, there are now multiple toolbars that the switcher will let you select from and the number of tools in the toolbars are now different, they are no longer all available under one toolbar. The switcher acts as the control mechanism to display the annotations toolbar and the other toolbars.

We have a method that will enable showing and hiding the switcher and annotations toolbar:

setToolbarSwitcherVisible(false)

setAnnotationToolbarVisible(false, false)
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You can see a sample of this here:

  

      github.com/PDFTron/pdftron-android-samples
  

  
    
  
    
  


  
    
      Add show/hide toolbar sample
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Could you please give this a try and see if it works for you?

Thanks!
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